Introduction.
Let M be a compact connected smooth manifold of dimension n > 3. The Yamabe functional I on a conformal class C of M is defined by where S g , dυ g and V g denote the scalar curvature, the volume element and the volume vol(M, g) of (M,g), respectively. The infimum of this functional is denoted by μ(M,C), i.e., ) = inΐI(g) gζC and called the Yamabe invariant of (M, C). The following so-called Yamabe problem was solved affirmatively by the work of Yamabe [Ym] , Trudinger [T] , Aubin [Aul] 
and Schoen [SI, SY2]:
Given a conformal class C on a compact manifold M of dimension n > 3, find a metric g which minimizes the Yamabe functional I on the conformal class C. 307 We call a metric, which is a solution of the Yamabe problem, simply a Yamabe metric. It is well-known that the scalar curvature of every Yamabe metric is constant. Moreover, a Yamabe metric of positive scalar curvature stisfies a volume estimate of geogesic balls from below (see §2). In [Kl, K2] and [S3] , a diίferential-topological invariant μ(M) of M was independently introduced by Kobayashi and Schoen , which is defined as the supremum of μ(M,C) of all conformal structures C on M, i.e., μ(M) = sup{μ(M, C); C is a conformal structure on M}.
They also studied properties of μ(M) and proposed some problems (for recent remarkable developments see [LI, L2] 
/Γ, [h]) = μ(S n /Γ), where [h] denotes the conformal class of h.
On the other hand, Gromov and Lawson [GL] (cf.
[SY1]) proved that a irreducible oriented compact 3-manifold M 3 admitting a metric of positive scalar curvature is diffeomorphic to a quotient space of a homotopy 3-sphere. Moreover, if M 3 admits a conformally flat metric, then M 3 is diffeomorphic to a quoitent space of S 3 (cf. [Ku] ). Under these situation, the following naive problem arises naturally; for a quotient manifold X s of a homotopy 3-sphere which admits a metric of positive scalar curvature, is there a positive constant curvature metric h such that μ (X 3 , [h] ) -μ(X 3 )? It also should be pointed out that, which was proved by Izeki [I] , if a compact 3-manifold N 3 admits a conformally flat metric of positive scalar curvature, then a finite cover of N 3 is difFeomorphic to S 3 or a connected sum k(S x X S 2 ) of A -copies of S 1 xS 2 .
Let A g denote the tensor field (Aij k ) = (V k Rij -VjiZ^) of type (0,3), where (Rij) stands for the Ricci curvature Ric 5 of a metric g and V the Levi-Civita connection of g. We note that if (M,g ) is a conformally flat manifold of constant scalar curvature, then A g vanishes identically (i.e., h is of harmonic curvature). Conversely, under the condition dimM = 3, A g = 0 implies that (M, g) is a conformally flat manifold of constant scalar curvature. Throughout this paper, we always assume that p, q and μ Q are positive constants satisfying p > |,max{l,|} < q < ^ and μ 0 < n(n -1) vol(5 n (l)) 2/n , where S n (l) denotes the Euclidean n-sphere of radius 1. We also always denote by a = 2 -£(> 0) and β = 4 -^(> 0).
Let 3^i {n,μo) be the class of compact connected smooth n-manifolds M (n > 3) with Yamabe metrics g of unit volume which satisfy μ(M, [g] ) > μ 0 > 0. Inspired by the above problems, we obtain the following convergence theorem. 
Preliminaries.
In this section, first we shall give several known properties for Yamabe metrics. Let M be a compact n-manifold. Since a Yamabe metric g on M is a minimizer of the Yamabe functional / : [g] -> R, then the first variational formula shows the following equation (cf. [Au2] , [LP] ):
Moreover, the following inequality is due to Aubin [Aul] . 
for u e L 1)2 (M), where c g = "~2 μ(M, [g]) > 0. By the Sobolev inequality (2.4), we can prove the following geometric inequalities for Yamabe metrics of positive scalar curvature (cf. [Ak] ). In particular, the first inequality (2.5) is of essential use in the proofs of our theorems. 
where 5+ = max{5 5 ,0} and p > |. For an element (M,g) G Aii(n,/x o ?P ) 5O), Kasue and Kumura [KK] proved geometric inequalities similar to (2.5) and (2.6). In Theorem 2.3 below, if we replace }^(n, μo) by λΛι(n,μ Q ,p, 5 0 ), then the same conclusion holds. We can also prove convergence theorems for Riemannian manifolds in ./Mi^μo,;?, 5Ό) with integral bounds on curvature, similar to those in this paper. In particular, if we only replace yι{n,μ$) by •Mi(ft?μo) i n Theorems 1.3 and 4.1, then similar conclusions hold.
Next, we recall the definition of the Hausdorff distance on the set MET of all isometry classes of compact metric spaces introduced by Gromov [Gr] (cf. [F] ). Let X and Y be compact metric spaces. A map / : X -y Y (not necessarily continuous) is said to be an ε-Hausdorff approximation if the following two conditions are satisfied.
The Hausdorff distance d H (X,Y)
between X and Y is defined to be the infimum of all positive numbers ε such that there exist ε-Hausdorff approximations from X to Y and from Y to X. Unfortunately d H ( , •) does not satisfy the triangle inequality. However the inequality (2.7) below holds and then shows that it gives a metrizable complete uniform structure on the set M£T. Thus we treat d#( , •) as if it is a distance function.
For noncompact metric spaces, we also recall the definition of the pointed Hausdorff distance. Let (X, x) and (Y, y) be pointed metric spaces (possibly compact). A map / : (X, x) -> (Y,y) is said to be an ε-pointed Hausdorff approximation if /(*) = y, f (B 1/e (x) )cB 1/e (y),
The pointed Hausdorff distance d PiH ((X,x) , (Y,y) ) between pointed metric spaces (X, x) and (Y, y) is the infimum of all positive numbers ε such that there exist ε-pointed Hausdorff approximations from (X, x) to (Y, y) and from (Y, y) to (X, x). d P)H (',-) also defines a distance on the set ME% of all isometry classes of pointed metric spaces whose metric balls are all precompact.
By (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6), we can prove the following precompactness theorem for Yamabe metric of positive scalar curvature (cf. [Ak] ), which is also of use in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
L 2>p
harmonic radius.
In this section, we first give the notion of Remark 3.1.
(1) By the Sobolev embedding theorem ZΛ P (J5) C C α (β), the ZΛ P harmonic radius controls the C a norm of g {j on B. (B r (b ΌO ;h) ) for j sufficiently large such that (Φj )*5i converges to h in the C 1>σ topology on Brftoo h) and that lim Φj" 1 (6 J ) = &oo
In order to state a priori estimates for L 2)P harmonic radius, we set, for a given δ > 0 υ s (x) = sup{r > 0; vol (B s 
which was introduced by Anderson [An3] . We note that, for each δ < ω n , v δ (x) is positive for any x G M, where ω n denotes the volume of the unit ball in R n . Let Λ4\(n) denote the space of all compact C°° Riemannian ra-manifolds (M, g) with unit volume V g = 1. where c 2 and c 3 are positive constants depending only on n.
Let u = \R g \ and ξ a cut-off function satisfying ξ = 1 on Br and ξ = 0 on M\B r with \Vξ\ < jf. Using Holder's inequality in (3.5), we may particularly assume q < ^zπ Multiply both sides of (3.9) by ξ 2 u τ , where T = ^^(max{l, ^} < r + 1 < |). Integrating by part, we obtain By Holder's inequality, we note (3.14) 
Compactness and pinching theorems for Yamabe metrics.
In this section, we shall prove compactness and pinching theorems for Yamabe metrics of positive scalar curvature with integral bounds on curvature, and we also prove Theorem 1.3. [An3] and [Yn2] . However, we make only minimal assumptions for Yamabe metrics of positive scalar curvature and conclude some additional results.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Set δ = (2.5) and V 9t = 1, we obtain > 0. From (2.2), Using (4.1) and (4.3) in Theorem 3.6, then there exists a positive constant c 0 = c o (Λ, n,p) such that the following estimate for L 2>p harmonic radius holds It then follows from (4.4) and Theorem 3.2 that there exist a subsequence {j} C {i}, a compact C°° n-manifold M^ with C a Π L 2)P metric g^ and a where Ric^ denotes the traceless part of Ric^, i.e., Ric^ = Ric^ --jj-g. In each harmonic coordinates t/,-^, by using (3.1) in (4.13), then the component* R(j) ab of Ric Λ(j ) converge to 0 strongly in the L p topology on ZJoo jΛ (l/2). Combining (4.9) with this fact, we obtain (4.14)
where R(j) a b denote the components of Ric/^ ). In terms of this harmonic coordinates, R(j) a b are expressed as follows (cf. [J, DK] ).
( 4.15) where Q is a quadratic term in the first derivatives dh(j) of h(j). It then follows from (4.9), (4.14) and (4.15) that the metric h in terms of the coordinates {t^oo,/s}ic = i is a weak C a Π L 2)P solution to the following equation
Applying the elliptic regularity theory (cf. [Gi, GT] ) to the equation (4.16), we obtain that h is an Einstein metric of class C°° on M^, and then {Uoo^Vk-i ιs a harmonic coordinate system of class C°° compatible with {K\}r=i-From (4.5), we also obtain that h is a positive constant curvature metric on M^. Here we remark that an Einstein metric is a Yamabe metric (cf. [O, S3] ). Combining (4.8) and (4.10) with these facts then contradict our assumption. for r < p 0 and x € Af. . , n. From (4.17), (4.23) and (4.25), there exist a C 1 ' 3 -"/'ni/ 2 "'/< n -2 » metric h and a L 2 s symmetric tensor P of type (0,2) on M^ such that we obtain the following. 3 -"/* Π Z,4,n S /(n-2,) coordinates {£/oo,*}Li. Λ is a weak C 1 ' 3 ""/' Π 2,n«/(n-2 5 ) so l u tion and F a weak L 2 '* solution to the following equations, on each
Applying the elliptic regularity theory (cf. [Gi, GT] ) to the equations (4.29) and (4.30), we obtain that h is a C°° metric of Sh = const, on M^, and then P = Ric Λ , {C/oo,/e}l=i is a harmonic coordinate system of class C°° compatible with {Vλ}^= 1 . From (4.28) we also note that VΛ Λ = 0. By the definition of Ah, we then obtain
JMoo JMOO From (4.31) we have Ah = 0, i.e., h is of harmonic curvature. Since a sequence of Yamabe metrics h(j) = (Φj)*gj converges to the C°° metric h in the C 1 '"' topology for oί < 3 -£ and weakly in the L 2 > ns/ ( n~2s ϊ topology on Moo, then h is also a Yamabe metric on M^. In fact, unless h is a Yamabe metric, one can show that h(j) is not a Yamabe metric for j sufficiently large. Combining this fact with the following
it then contradicts our assumption.
When n -3,^ = 0 implies that (M 3 ,/ι) is conformally flat. Now the compact 3-manifold M 3 admits a conformally flat metric h of positive scalar curvature. Then, by Izeki's theorem [I] , the rest assertion is immediate. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. To prove Theorem 1.1, we first note the following.
Lemma 5.1. S is a finite set.
Proof. Take a small constant r > 0 and fix it. Then we can cover S by a finite collection of metric balls {B 2r {Xa)'^a € *5} αG r with respect to d^ such that the collection {B r (x a )} a£ r is disjoint. Since x a G 5, for j sufficiently large there exists a point x a j 6 Mj such that Proof. Taking a subsequence if necessary, we can find r satisfying 0 < r <r |^cx)(y?<5) and yj 6 Mj for each j such that d oo {y^ψj{yj)) < j and D B 2p -{x G R n ; \x\ < 2ρ) for some p > 0 independent of j, such that the metric components of gj satisfy (3.1) and (3.2) for p -^^-and a -4 --(= β > 0). Now (^ o U~1\B P is a (4)-Hausdorff approximation from (B p ,jj) to a neighborhood of y in M^ equipped with d^, where 7^-= (U~1)* gj. From (3.1) and (3.2), taking a subsequence if necessary, there exists aC^Π [ J 2,nq/(n-2q) 
For a compact subset K C Λfoo\<S, there exists m G N such that K C Do^δ 2" m -2 ). Thus we can take Φ ά = Φ^| κ as in (2° .3).
Finally we give a proof of (2°.5) and (2°.6). Fix a point x a e S. There exists x a j e Mj such that d 0O (φj(x a j) ) x a ) < j. Since S is a finite set, we can take p > 0 so that (B 2 p{x a )\{xa}) Γ)S = <f>. For each j, we define the positive number TJ in (2°.5) by
Bp(Xa t j)
By the definition of <S, (5.10) r ά -^oo (j -xx>).
Moreover we may assume that \R 9j \ takes a local maximum value r, at x a j. (B r (x a)OO ) ) for j sufficiently large such that (Φj )*tfj conṽ erges to h a in the C 1>σ topology on B r (#α,oo) ai *d that Jim Φ~1(x αj ) = £ α ,oo
On the other hand, by using (5.10), (5.11), (5.17) and the Bishop comparison theorem [BC, Corollary 4, p. 245] By (5.29), when n < 5 we have that A ha = 0, i.e., /ι α is of harmonic curvature. In particular, when n = 3 (Λf α , /ι α ) is conformally flat.
The proof of (2°.6) follows from the lower semicontinuity of the curvature integral. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
•
